Use the word in brackets at the end of each sentence to form a new adjective that fits in each blank.

1. He never has anything _______________ to say when he gets up to speak (CONSTRUCT).
2. Going by plane is _______________ to travelling by car. (PREFER)
3. The lesson was so _______________ , we almost fell asleep. (BORE)
4. _______________ people never talk about the money they have. (WEALTH)
5. City authorities are cutting down trees for _______________ parking space (ADDITION).
6. It’s _______________ to go out in the wild all on your own. (DANGER)
7. A new _______________ centre is planned on the far end of the city. (INDUSTRY)
8. _______________ jobs are very rare in this part of the country. (ATTRACT)
9. The scenery is so _______________ around here. It’s lovely. (BEAUTY)
10. I felt that the performance was quite _______________. (AMUSE)
11. I hope it will stay dry for the match, but I am rather _______________. (DOUBT)
12. Children are very _______________ when they are young. (CREATE)
13. The town is facing serious _______________ problems. That’s why they need help from the government (FINANCE)
14. Come on, be _______________. You can never win against him. (REASON)
15. He is so _______________. He always breaks things and never picks them up. (CARE)
16. His behaviour was very _______________, so the police arrested him. (SUSPECT)
17. Nordic walking is a very _______________ way of exercising. (EFFECT)
18. Many African colonies became _______________ after World War II (DEPEND)
19. We are very _______________ and enjoy playing strong teams. (COMPETE)
20. The film was very _______________ . We didn’t like it (DISAPPONT)
1. He never has anything **constructive** to say when he gets up to speak *(CONSTRUCT).*
2. Going by plane is **preferable** to travelling by car. *(PREFER)*
3. The lesson was so **boring** , we almost fell asleep. *(BORE)*
4. **Wealthy** people never talk about the money they have. *(WEALTH)*
5. City authorities are cutting down trees for **additional** parking space *(ADDITION)*.
6. It’s **dangerous** to go out in the wild all on your own. *(DANGER)*
7. A new **industrial** centre is planned on the far end of the city. *(INDUSTRY)*
8. **Attractive** jobs are very rare in this part of the country. *(ATTRACT)*
9. The scenery is so **beautiful** around here. It’s lovely. *(BEAUTY)*
10. I felt that the performance was quite **amusing** *(AMUSE)*
11. I hope it will stay dry for the match, but I am rather **doubtful** *(DOUBT)*
12. Children are very **creative** when they are young *(CREATE)*
13. The town is facing serious **financial** problems. That’s why they need help from the government *(FINANCE)*
14. Come on, be **reasonable** You can never win against him. *(REASON)*
15. He is so **careless**. He always breaks things and never picks them up. *(CARE)*
16. His behaviour was very **suspicious** , so the police arrested him. *(SUSPECT)*
17. Nordic walking is a very **effective** way of exercising. *(EFFECT)*
18. Many African colonies became **independent** after World War II *(DEPEND)*
19. We are very **competitive** and enjoy playing strong teams. *(COMPETE)*
20. The film was very **disappointing**. We didn’t like it *(DISAPPONT)*